IBM Cloud Pak for Data

Drive innovation and
reduce costs through
a unified data and
AI platform
In order to drive digital transformation while also
reducing costs, enterprises need a modern information
architecture (IA) that automates all their analytics and
AI needs while providing choice and flexibility.
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IBM Cloud Pak® for Data is an open, extensible data and
AI platform that modernizes how you collect, organize
and analyze data, and infuse AI throughout your business.
Available on any cloud, the platform provides innovative
IA to help accelerate digital transformation.
The latest release of IBM Cloud Pak for Data provides
additional value to help customers drive innovation and
cost effectiveness through an ecosystem of integrated
services. It enables accelerated AI, optimized governance
and security, and operational efficiencies.

Save on costs with automated
operational efficiencies
Use Red Hat® OpenShift® Operators to simplify
deployment lifecycle management through automated
provisioning, configuration, upgrading and scaling.
Provide a collaborative, single view for teams to
monitor and manage data and AI workloads and
optimize performance of all databases.
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Accelerate business insights
for digital transformation

projected ROI over
three years5
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Accelerate ML and AI training without disruption
by scaling GPU usage up or down with dynamic
reallocation of resources.
Align industry regulations and standards with
precreated business glossaries to improve data
classification, regulatory compliance, self-service
analytics and governance operations.
Manage risk and regulatory challenges through
AI-driven governance, risk and compliance (GRC)
solutions.

Learn more
Take the initiative to streamline, consolidate and
transform your information architecture for AI on
any cloud, while also experiencing cost savings with
IBM Cloud Pak for Data.
View product details

Watch the webinar
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